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Becca Peixotto Carries WINGS WorldQuest Flag  

on Archaeological Exploration in the Great Dismal Swamp 

 

Monday July 25, 2016— Becca Peixotto, a PhD Candidate from American University’s Department of 

Anthropology, is representing WINGS WorldQuest™ on a bold archaeological expedition to the Great 

Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge in Virginia from July 25 to August 1, 2016.  Peixotto and her 

team aim to recover the remarkable story of resistance and resilience of the Maroons, African-

Americans who fled enslavement and sought refuge in this harsh environment, and better understand 

the rich cultural history of the Swamp landscape. 

 

Peixotto will lead her team through the water, muck, and thick vegetation to investigate this 

important location of American history that has been overlooked and undocumented by 

archaeologists until now. They will employ targeted exploration and archaeological survey to define 

the hidden landscape of interior Maroons and shed light on this compelling, integral, and largely 

mysterious component of African-American history. Peixotto was selected from a number of 

applicants to carry a WINGS WorldQuest flag on this cultural expedition to showcase the historical and 

cultural significance of this undertaking.  

 

Home to thousands of marginalized people between 1660-1860, the Great Dismal Swamp remains 

today an expansive morass straddling the boundary between Virginia and North Carolina. Enslaved 



laborers built canals and harvested timber on privately-owned Swamp land. Deep in the Swamp’s 

interior, Maroons sought a measure of freedom from the inhumane conditions of slavery.  

 

“It is important to me that what we do and what we learn in the Swamp is shared beyond the peer-

reviewed journals and scientific conferences. We are studying an interesting and inspiring part of our 

American history that so many people have never even heard about,” said Becca Peixotto about her 

expedition. 

 

The methodology of Peixotto’s expedition will include LiDAR technology, micro-topographic 

mapping, and excavation to make observations pertaining to the landscape and the people who 

inhabited it. 

 

“Becca is determined to uncover, record, and tell the story of the Maroons of the Great Dismal Swamp, 

who have been overlooked despite the proximity to other well-known historic sites.  WINGS selected 

Becca to carry our flag on this expedition so that we can, in turn, support her research and share the 

significance of her discoveries with the greater public.” said Yael Jekogian, Managing Director of 

WINGS WorldQuest. 

 

Since 2005, more than 50 women have flown the WINGS WorldQuest flag during expeditions in over 

35 countries and all of the world's continents as they pursued groundbreaking discoveries. The WINGS 

WorldQuest flag is recognized as a symbol of excellence in discovery and knowledge, and certifies the 

significance of its carrier's endeavor. 

 

WINGS WorldQuest™ is a registered nonprofit organization founded in 2003 to recognize and support 

extraordinary women in science and exploration.  It is the only organization of its kind, awarding 

unrestricted funding to women in scientific field endeavors.  WINGS’ support knows no boundaries—

women of all races, nationalities, ages, and cultures who show initiative, passion, and promise toward 

future scientific advancement have been granted funds that are often critical to seeing their ambitious 

ideas through. In return, they have become part of the WINGS community, and strengthen the 

organization’s mission to inspire the next generation of intrepid explorers and global problem-solvers. 

For more information, visit www.wingsworldquest.org. 
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